indoor laundry
holder

See instruction video

Wall-mounted laundry holder designed for any kind of rooms
Small laundry can be hanged without poles, and the arms can be folded
when are not in use. The arms have the safety function of damper mechanism.

Can b e di r e ctl y attache d
to p l as te r b o ar ds w i tho ut
w o o db acki ng.

Examples of uses

simple
hanging
wardrobe

◆ The load bearing in use of both of arms is 10kg for DIT-250, and 16kg for DIT-350.
◆ The load bearing includes the hanger pipe weight itself. Hanger pipes 32φ or less are separately needed.

The arms go down slowly with damper mechanism, it keeps safe and secure♪

◆ Slide up the base of the arm for unlocking, and the arm is going down slowly for the damper mechanism.

Easy to fold up the arms even at heights♪

Move the base of arms in the
direction of the arrow.

The arms to be stored in the body.

Pull down in the direction of the arrow.

◆ You can stote the arms without a stepladder regardless of its mouting height.

Easy mounting steps

Insert the temporary pin into the wall
with the attached tool.

Detach the cover from the body.

Attach nails to the body.
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Put the cover on the body and
the arms to be stored.

Hammer the nails into the wall
with the attached tool.

Finish!!

◆ You can attach them everywhere on plasterboards without wood backing.
◆ Nails will be hammered into the wall, and ﬁxed on the wall tightly.
per 1pc

wall

Load bearing 5kg

when used

when not in used

Indoor Laundry Holder “DRYit”

material: [body] SUS Stainless Steel, Alminium, ABS resin
[decorative cover] ABS resin

item
DIT-250
DIT-350

color
white
white

length
250mm
350mm

carton
10pcs
10pcs

*Wood backing is needed when you mount this product with screws.

per 1pc

wall

Load bearing 8kg

when used

when not in used
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